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Obstract

This work consisted of studying polyglycerols in an acidic and micellar environment. The effects on surface tension, 
micellisation, and the Gibbs free energy of interface liquid-liquid (w/o) for directing the etherification of monomer 
glycerol with n-hexanol, n-octanol, n-decanol, n-dodecanol, and micellar solutions of sodium dodecylsulfate and 
dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid were studied at 70, 90 and 130°C . Polyglycerols with low weights and prepolymers were 
obtained. Theoretical methods such as density functional theory and molecular dynamics simulations were used to 
examine the effects of surface tension, the conformations of glycerol, and the position of the hydroxyl group of alcohols. 
A theoretical analysis (DFT/B3LYP) of the potential energy surface of glycerol and alcohols allowed finding stable 
conformations of the molecule, differing in the relative arrangement of hydroxyl groups. Our results helped achieve a 
better understanding of the interaction complex process of surfactant/catalyst of glycerol reactions in biphasic systems.
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1. Introduction

Polyglycerols (PGs) are highly biocompatible and 
multifunctional polymers prepared from dicarboxylic 
acids, alcohols, or diols, which have a wide range of 
applications in the fields of pharmaceutics, biomimetic 
materials, foods, cosmetics, and catalysts[1-4]. The 
(1,2,3-propanetriol) glycerol (GLY) is completely soluble 
in water and numerous alcohols; it has three hydroxyl 
groups and is a highly flexible molecule which can form 
both intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bond 
networks, and its conformation (α, β, and γ) depends on 
variations in temperature and/or pressure[5]. The high 
viscosity and hydrophilicity of GLY and its selectivity 
resulting from the homo- or hetero- etherification of aliphatic 
alcohols cause the low yield of direct etherification and 
polymerization[6-8]. The Brønsted Acid-Surfactant-Combined 
Catalysed reactions of GLY have been shown to represent 
an excellent process capable of efficiently promoting 
the reaction of GLY under liquid/liquid biphasic system 
conditions[7-12]. Several studies in the literature have 
considered the performances of dodecylbenzenesulfonic 
acid (DBSA) for catalysis in biphasic water/oil (w/o) 
mixtures[11,12]. In comparison, sodium dodecylsulfate 
(SDS) is a surfactant exhibiting sulfonic sites which can 
also operate at the water/oil interface[12]. The properties 
of micelle formation and reduction of the surface 
tension in aqueous solutions gives surfactants excellent 
catalyst properties for the synthesis of PGs, in particular, 

because of the formation of microemulsions during the 
reaction[13-17]. As an alternative, non-ionic admixtures of 
surfactants and fatty alcohols, i.e., aliphatic hydrocarbons 
containing a hydroxyl group usually in the terminal or 
n-position (range C6-C35) affect the catalytic activity of 
polymerisation[18,19].

In this paper, experimental and theoretical methods 
were applied to study the effects of on surface tension, 
micellisation, molecular conformation, and Gibbs free 
energy of w/o interfaces; a synthetic strategy was used 
to prepare PGs through the direct etherification of GLY 
with alcohols using heterogeneous interfacial acidic 
catalysts and surfactants, SDS and DBSA, in the presence 
of acid cocatalysts.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Chemicals

The surfactants and other compounds used included 
DBSA (Sigma-Aldrich), SDS (Sigma-Aldrich), GLY 
(Sigma-Aldrich), sulfuric acid (Merk), chloridric acid 
(Sigma-Aldrich), acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich), zinc chloride 
(Sigma-Aldrich), copper oxide (Sigma-Aldrich), potassium 
hydroxide (Merk), pyridine (Merk), 1-hexanol (HEX1; Vetec), 
1-octanol (OCT1; Merk), 1-decanol (DEC1; Merk), and 
1-dodecanol (DO1; Vetec).
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 2.2 Polymerization procedure

Mixtures of 1:1 (m/m) SDS and HCl and 1:1(m/m) SDS 
and ZnCl2 were placed into a mortar where the mixture 
was ground for 5 min and allowed to stand for 10 min. 
A mixture of DBSA (32.6 g) and copper oxide (7.96 g) 
with a 1:1 molar ratio was added into a 100 mL three-neck 
flask and separated over 30 min at room temperature; the 
mixture was stirred at 25ºC, slowly heated to 110ºC, and 
kept at this temperature for 3 h in order to remove the water 
formed during the reaction process. The reaction was then 
cooled to 25 ºC. An equimolar mixture of GLY, aliphatic 
alcohols (HEX1, OCT1, DEC1, and DO1) and 5, 10, 15, 
and 20 mol% DBSA, DBSA/copper oxide, SDS/HCl, and 
water/SDS/ZnCl2 catalysts, respectively, were added to 
a 50 ml single-necked round-bottom flask with a reflux 
condenser. The reaction mixture was continuously stirred 
using a magnetic stirrer for 20-24 h at room temperature 
or heated slowly to 70, 90, and 130ºC. A semisolid or solid 
was obtained which was filtered off, thoroughly washed 
with water, and dried in vacuum. For the water/GLY/alcohol 
system, an equimolar GLY was added to 50 mL of deionised 
water and 30 mol% DBSA and for the DBSA/copper oxide 
or SDS/HCl, water/SDS/ZnCl2, respectively in a 200 mL 
of erlenmeyer flask with stirring at 80 ºC, after, added an 
equimolar aliphatic alcohols. The reaction mixture was 
then continuously stirred again using a magnetic stirrer for 
20-24 h at heated slowly to 80, 90, and 130ºC.

2.3 Surface tension and critical micelle concentration 
(CMC) measurements

Surface tensions were measured using a Lauda TD3 
tensiometer equipped with a Pt-Ir du Nouy ring at 25 ± 0.2ºC. 
All measurements were performed using solutions over a 
range of temperatures (25−65ºC). Specific conductivity 
data were measured with a conductometer to determine 
the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of the surfactant 
solutions. All the water was deionised.

2.4 Characterisation methods

DSC thermograms were recorded on a DSC Q200 
(TA instruments). The samples were first cooled down to −80 ºC 
and then heated to 300 ºC at a ramping rate of 5 ºC/min. 
The DSC was used under an N2 atmosphere to determine 
the glass transition temperature (Tg) and the temperature 
program equilibration was performed at T = −80 ºC. The first 
scan was performed to eliminate the thermal history of the 
polymers and remove volatile substances. A second heating 
cycle up to 300 ºC was completed at a rate of 5 ºC/min. 
The FTIR spectra were recorded on a FTLA 2000-102 
(ABB Bomen) in the range between 4000-500 cm-1. The 
hydroxyl value of the PGs was determined according to 
ASTM D4274-11[4]. The hydroxyl numbers of PGs were 
determined by measuring the free hydroxyl groups of the 
PGs acetylated with a solution of acetic anhydride- pyridine 
in a pressurised bottleat 98ºC, and the acetic acid was 
titrated with a 1.0 mol/L standard solution of potassium 
hydroxide (KOH). Viscosity was measured on a Rheotek 
RPV-1 viscometer at 25 ºC. The molecular weight of the 
PGs is measured by using viscometer technique.

2.5 Computational details

The structures of all the reactants and surfactants were 
generated manually using the Avogadro program[20]; these 
structures were initially optimised with the semi-empirical 
Hamiltonian PM7 using MOPAC2016 program[21] while 
the minimum energies and frequency calculations were 
re-optimised with density functional theory (DFT) calculations 
considering the B3LYP hybrid functional, with a 6-31G(d) 
basis set, DEF2-TZVP level of theory in the gas phase, 
and wb97X-D3 def2-SVP in the aqueous phase . All DFT 
calculations were carried out in vacuum and aqueous phase 
using the Orca 5.0.3 package[22]. The natural bond orbital 
(NBO) populations, frontier molecular orbital (FMO) 
properties, second-order perturbation stabilisation energies, 
dipole moments, and Fukui reactivity functions were further 
investigated using DFT while the molecules/system were 
prepared using the LigParGen web server[23], ACPYPE 
software[24], and PACKMOL software version 18.169[25]. The 
SPC and TIP3P models were applied for water[26]. All molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations were performed with the GPU 
code of the GROMACS 2022.2 package, OPLS-AA force 
field[27]. The MD simulations of the liquid–liquid interface 
of the GLY/DO1 and water/DO1 systems were performed 
on the canonical (N, V, T) ensemble using a Nosé-Hoover 
thermostat set at a temperature of T = 22 ºC. The pressure 
tensor method was used to compute the interfacial tension, 
with the interface positioned perpendicular to the z-axis[15].

3. Results and Discussions

Glycerol and longer-chain alcohols are considered molecules 
that can form insoluble monolayers, thereby limiting mass 
transfer in reactions. The protonation of GLY is the first step 
in acid-catalysed oligomerisation, on the three reactive sites 
to accept a proton (two α sites and one β site) or three possible 
structural arrangements of the CH2OH and OH groups: α, β, 
and γ[5,7,28,29]. This leads to the formation of diglycerol and 
tri-glycerol through the reaction of two or three GLY molecules 
(Figure 1A for molecules (6), (7), and (8)), and tri-glycerol 
through the reaction of two or three GLY molecules through 
primary hydroxyl. The direct etherification of DO1 and GLY 
produced hetero-ethers and homo-ethers (Figure 1B, molecules 
(10) and (11)) which are surface-active reagents[29]. Figure 2 
shows the scheme of polymerisation of GLY in the presence 
of surfactants/water and surfactant-combined catalysts for 
10 mol% of DBSA in a biphasic medium stirred at 130°C for 
24 h. A monophasic system was observed for up to 20 mol% 
of DBSA. These results suggest that the stability of the 
emulsion, the temperature, and the interface contact are import 
factors for the formation of monomers. GLY/DO emulsions 
are unstable at high temperatures (~150°C). The results of 
the synthesis were in good agreement with those obtained in 
the literature for other similar synthesis procedures using a 
DBSA combined-catalyst[17,29,30]. The catalytic activity of the 
SDS is equivalent to that of the Brønsted acids and greater 
than that of most Lewis acids (SnCl4.6H2O, FeCl3.6H2O, 
and LnCl3.6H2O). In fact, SDS can hydrolyse into acid 
and alcohol under acidic conditions[31,32]. Moreover, SDS 
lowers the interfacial tension between phases to produce a 
transparent microemulsion and increases the effectiveness 
of a cocatalyst[33,34].
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3.1 Polymers characterization

The synthesis produced low molecular weight PGs 
prepared of up to range 2,500-3,880 g/mol and the hydroxyl 
numbers of the polymers[4] obtained from the polymerisation 
of GLY ranged from 684 to 920 mg KOH/g (Table 1). 
PGs are colorless to yellowish solids and semisolids at 
room temperature (Figure 3).

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was 
used to identify the functional groups in the synthesised 
PGs (Figure 4). The PGs spectra showed the presence of 
hydroxyl group bands from 3050 to 3600 cm−1 indicative 
of alcohol groups. The absorption band at 1700–1750 cm−1 
was related to C=O stretching due to the presence of acrolein 
(C3H4O) while the band at 2891 cm−1 was associated with 
aliphatic C-H. The peak at 1455 cm−1 that corresponded to 
C-OH in-plane bending and CH2 bending, and the absorption 
at 1000–1150 cm−1 were related to the C-O stretching of 
the ether groups within the PG backbone. For polyglycerol 
PG1, the absorption ranging from 1734 to 1176 cm−1 was 
related to the C=O and C-O of ester groups, while C-H 
stretching produced bands ranging from 2875 to 2950 cm−1 
(sp3). Polyglycerols, on the other hand, show three intense 
peaks at 3300, 2891, and 1100 cm−1 corresponding to the 
hydroxyl (OH), aliphatic C–H, and C–O bonds[29-32].

The thermal behaviour of the synthesised PGs was 
characterised by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 
The measurements of the thermal decomposition of the 
polymers allowed us to evaluate the temperature dependence 
of the PGs backbone structures.

DSC measured a melting temperature (Tm) during heating. 
Figure 5 plots the results for the PG1, PG2, and PG3. The 
Tg is observed as a slightly discernible step in the curves 
between –69.7, –42.8, and –16.5 °C. A melting transition 
is observed for PG1 at approximately –45.9 °C and, 2nd 
at 50.5 °C. The cold crystallisation took place at 1.8 °C. 

Figure 1. Reaction networks for the catalytic etherification of glycerol 
in acid medium (A) Homogeneous acid-catalyzed dimerization 
of glycerol. Adaptad of Valadbeigi and Farrokhpour[28]; (B) Direct 
etherification and polymerization of dodecanol and glycerol. Adaptad 
of Gaudin et al.[29] and Fan et al.[30].

Figure 2. Concept of biphasic catalysis using surfactants (DBSA and SDS). (A) Start reaction, micelle and reverse micelle occupation 
by GLY and DO1; (B) Stabilize glycerol/dodecanol emulsions and low monomer prepolymer of polyglycerol.

Table 1. Properties of polyglycerols synthesized.
Name Reaction conditions Molecular weight (g/mol) Viscosity (mPa.s) 20 ºC hydroxyl value (mg.KOH/g)
GLY Pure 92 1,412 1,829
PG1 DBSA/DO1/H+/130ºC/24h 3,880 10,893 684
PG2 SDS/OCT1/H+/ZnCl2/70ºC/20h 2,556 7,730 903
PG3 SDS/DO1/H+/FeCl2/90ºC /24h 3,280 9,893 920
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The peak at 190.5 °C is relative to thermal degradation. The 
trend noted for the endothermic melting transition of PGs 
as temperature increases is a narrowing of the transition 
region for PG2 and PG3, a reduction in peak magnitude, 
and a general shift of the peaks towards high temperatures. 
The presence of endothermic peaks indicates that the PGs 
samples are semi-crystalline. The relative differences in 
a sample’s degree of crystallinity can be quantified by 
measuring the relative differences between areas under 
the melting peaks. ( mH∆ ) was calculated as the area under 
the peak by numerical integration: PG1 (80.57 J/g), PG2 
(44.30 J/g), and PG3 (71.59 J/g).

3.2 Surface tension and CMC

The effect of alcohols on the interfacial tension can 
be described by their co-adsorption with surfactants in a 
mixed adsorption layer. The interfaces of the liquid-liquid 
system and the CMC are essential to the polymerisation 
of PGs, as they are often considered to be active sites for 
phase-transfer catalysis. All measurements of the surface 
tensions and CMC of the liquid-liquid systems, each in 
contact with surfactants, were performed over the same range 
temperature (25-65ºC). The specific conductance of SDS 
or DBSA changes with the total surfactant concentration 
and with temperature[35-37]. The values of CMC were 
obtained from the intersection of the two lines extending 
from the ‘before micellisation’ and the ‘micellar’ phase 
for all the considered temperatures. For SDS at 25ºC, the 
CMC was 7.01mmol/L and at 65ºC it was 9.91 mmol/L; 
for DBSA, the CMC was 37.5 mmol/L at 20ºC and 
39.0 mmol/L at 50ºC. The CMC of SDS decreased from 
7.01 to 6.05 mmol/L with the addition of zinc chloride due 
to the insertion of a counter ion between the surfactant 
molecules. In the same way, iron (II) chloride was highly 
soluble in water(64.4g/100 mL at 10°C), alcohol, and 
acetone, affecting the CMC of SDS. Copper (II) oxide 
was insoluble in water, GLY, and alcohols, acting as solid 
base catalyst for the reaction of GLY etherification[35]. The 
CuO did not reduce the interfacial tension of the system 
because it was not charged.

The aggregation number ( ) 32.5229n l d= ∆  was 
calculated for all the temperatures considered, where 

01.5 1.265 cl n A= +  is the length of the hydrocarbon chain 
attached to the head group, cn  is the number of carbon 
atoms attached to the hydrocarbon chain, and 2 1d d d∆ = −  
and id  are the densities of the water or oil solvent and 
surfactant solutions, respectively[37]. The degree of micellar 
ionisation ( 2 1/S Sα = ) was taken as the ratio of the slopes of 
the straights ( 1S ; 2S ) with inflection in CMC[37]. The degree 
of counterion binding ( 1β α= − ),  α , CMC, aggregation 
number and surface tension are listed in Table 2 and 3. 
The Gibbs free energy of micellisation ( micG∆ ) could be 
approximated with Equation 1.

( )2 ∆ ∆= − = ∆ −  mic mic micG H T S RTln CMCα   (1)

In the plot showing micG∆  versus temperature, the slope was 
defined as 0

micS−∆  and the intercept was equal to 0
micH∆ [36]. 

For SDS, 25ºC, 0 20.6KJ / molmicG = −∆ , 0 36.4 /micH KJ mol= −∆  
and 0 0.032KJ / molmicS = −∆ . Table 4 lists the data obtained 
for the DBSA and SDS solutions and the w/o interface. The 

Figure 3. Image of a PGs (A) ellipsoids form of PG1 (B) interfacial 
semisolid of PG2 (C) semisolid aggregates of PG3.

Figure 4. FTIR spectra of SDS, polyglycerol (PG1) and 
polyglycerol monomers (PG2 and PG3). The main peaks associated 
with the structures are highlighted.

Figure 5. DSC curves for polyglycerol PG1, PG2 and PG3 thermal 
decomposition at a rate of 5 ºC/min.
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initial interfacial tension of water at 20 °C was measured as 
71.9 mN/m, which was very close to the value suggested in 
the literature (72 mN/m). The interfacial tensions between 
SDS and water, DBSA and water, and DO1 and water may 
also need to be confirmed (Table 4). The effects of SDS, 
GLY, and PG in aqueous solution on the initial interfacial 
tensions for three water-organic systems is provided in 
Table 5. Pure GLY had a surface tension of 63.4 mN/m at 
20 °C. The interfacial tension had a value of 35.4 mN/m for 
GLY (20 wt%) and SDS (0.2 wt%) at 20°C. Fatty alcohols 
are insoluble in water and in the absence of salt, alcohol 
always reduces the surfactant aggregation number in the 
mixed surfactant/alcohol micelles, even with long-chain 
alcohols such as HEX, OCT, and DO[38,39].

3.3 Theoretical study

In aqueous environments, asymmetric alcohols where 
the hydroxyl group is not located at a chain, and which lack 
any symmetry elements – except for the identity operation 
(C1) – will preferentially form monolayers at the water/
vapour interface, which interferes with the catalytic process 

of PGs[40]. Figure 6A shows the optimised structures of 
alcohols with the minimum energy obtained through the 
DFT method; only the structures of DO conformers (g, 
gauche and t, trans) obtained with B3LYP/6-31G(d) in a 
gas phase are presented. However, no significant differences 
were observed when comparing these structures with the 
DFT/B3LYP/6-31G and wb97X-D3 def2-SVP in water. For 
instance, the main differences observed were in angle of 
the attached C−OH groups (Figure 6B). Figure 6C shows 
the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) obtained from 
NBO atomic charges at the wb97X-D3 def2-SVP level for 
alcohols and the SDS and DBSA surfactants. According to 
the MEP analysis, the hydroxyl group position changed the 
electrostatic surface of the isomers of alcohols. With the 
exception of the hydroxyl group position at the alcohols 
and head regions of the surfactants, the distribution of the 
MEP was homogeneous for the tails in the molecules shown 
in Figure-6c, implying that there were specific sites which 
were available for nucleophilic and electrophilic attacks.

The electrostatic potential and conformations of GLY are 
shown in Figure 7. Figure 7A shows the MEP surfaces of the 

Table 2. The degree of counterion dissociation (α) and binding (β ) from/to the micelles and the slopes ( 1 2;S S ), CMC and aggregation 
number (n) for SDS.

Isotherm (oC) CMC (mmol/L) ± 0.5 S1 S2 α ± 0.02 β n

25 7.20 67991 22041 0.324 0.676 69.02
35 7.72 63987 23281 0.364 0.636 64.20
45 8.32 67244 25268 0.378 0.624 55.10
55 8.93 67833 31985 0.471 0.528 47.63
65 9.91 68996 30839 0.447 0.553 40.11

Table 3. The degree of counterion dissociation (α), binding (β ) and CMC from/to the micelles and the slopes ( 1 2;S S ), CMC and 
aggregation number (n) for DBSA.

Isotherm (oC) CMC (mmol/L) ± 0.3 S1 S2 α ± 0.04 β n

10 36.9 276.0 551.9 0.50 0.50 104
20 37.5 397.0 554.0 0.72 0.28 98
30 37.8 464.9 562.8 0.82 0.18 93
40 38.6 384.8 577.3 0.66 0.34 87
50 39.1 520.5 598.8 0.87 0.13 82

Table 4. Surface tension (mN/m) data obtained with DBSA, SDS and interface water/oil*.

Temperature (ºC) Water Water/SDS Water/DBSA Interface tension
25 71.9 33.5 41.5 29.0
35 74.1 32.6 30.4 28.7
45 68.7 32.6 32.1 17.6
55 67.1 31.9 32.7 17.4
65 65.3 31.5 31.8 16.2
70 64.5 31.4 32.5 15.8

*w – water; o – dodecanol. Error: ±0.5 mN/m.

Table 5. Surface tension (mN/m) of binary organic-water systems and mixture**.

System Pure SDS SDS/GLY SDS/PGs PG/GLY PG
Water/HEX1 18.76 29.59 18.38 16.29 16.05 15.32
Water/OCT1 19.0 18.5 19.2 18.4 19.2 20.5
Water/DO1 29.0 33.5 24.1 23.0 29.3 28.4

**25 ±0.2ºC, Concentration: SDS 8 mmol/L; PG 0.2 g/mL. Volume: GLY 9.5 mL; alcohol 20.0 mL; water 20.0 mL. Error: ±0.5 mN/m.
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α, β, and γ conformers of GLY and clearly indicates in the 
conformers has high electron density (red colour) changed 
with the geometry of hydroxyl group position. Significant 
differences were observed among the structures of the GLY 
conformers. The potential energy surface (Figure 7B) describes 
the relationship between the energy of a GLY molecule and 
its geometry as a function of dihedral D6 and D11 torsion 
angles The global minimum around dihedral (D6) and (D11) 
are relative of stable structures of GLY. For instance, most 
of the preferred conformers of GLY have two C5 axes of 
symmetry hydrogen bonds in a gas phase, but in a liquid (water) 

phase, the hydrogen bonds of GLY appear to be weaker. 
The minimum energy was checked by the non-negative 
frequencies observed in the harmonic vibrational calculations. 
Here, the semi-empirical PM7 method was used to obtain 
an estimate of the variation in energy of the molecule as a 
function of the dihedral D6 and D11 torsion angles, which 
corresponded to the H9−C2−C1−C3 and H14−O13−C1−C3. 
The partial potential energy surface of GLY is shown in 
Figure 7B. Figure 7C illustrates the αα1, ββ, and γγ2 of 
the GLY optimised with DFT//B3LYP/6-31G(d) method. 
The solvation process weakened the hydrogen bonds of the 

Figure 7. The conformations and properties of glycerol (A) The electrostatic potential is mapped onto the electron density surface with 
an isovalue of 0.0004 e-/au3 of α, β and γ conformations of glycerol; (B) The partial potential energy surface of glycerol calculated at a 
PM7 levels; (C) Computed structures αα1, ββ and γγ2 of glycerol.

Figure 6. Structures and conformation of the alcohols and surfactants optimized with (A) DFT//B3LYP/6-31G (d) method; (B) Gas 
phase, DFT/B3LYP/6-31G and water phase, wb97X-D3 def2-SVP level; (C) Calculated (wb97X-D3 def2-SVP) Molecular Electrostatic 
Potential (MEP) of the alcohols isomers and surfactants.
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GLY, enlarged its potential surface and exists as an ensemble 
of many feasible local minima in water system. Glycerol 
consists of a blend of molecules with different conformations, 
and structural arrangements of hydroxymethyl (CH2OH) 
and hydroxyl (OH) groups; indeed, there are 126 possible 
conformations in the gas, liquid, and solid states[28].

Molecular dynamics simulations were used to estimate 
the interfacial tensions for two immiscible liquid phases 
within the w/o reaction system. The w/o interfacial tension, g, 
was calculated using Equation 2, where zL  is the box length 
along the z-axis direction, xxP , yyP , zzP  are the normal and 
tangential components of the pressure tensor, and n is the 
number of interfaces in the system of the simulation box 
on the molecular dynamics[13-15].

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0

, ,1 ,
2

xL xx yy
zz

P z t P z t
t P z t dz

n
γ

 +
=  − 

  
∫   (2)

To represent oil, we employed a mixture of DO1 and 
catalysts while the water was represented by an aqueous 
DBSA or SDS solution. The simulation box was a cubic cell 
with dimensions of 10 × 10 × 15 nm3 for systems where the 
organic phase was a pure component and 9× 9 × 16 nm3 for 
systems where the organic phase consisted of 85/15% wt 
DO1/surfactant/catalyst (Figure 8). Initially, the oil model 
used in this study involved a mixture of DO1 and a surfactant 

in a 10:1 ratio, where the latter had a density of ~831 kg/m3 
at 298 K. The oil system was then mixed with the SPC 
and TIP3P water models to form two separate phases. 
Indeed, the density profile of this system showed that the 
water phase and the oil phase were perfectly separated. 
Based on the trajectory processing of this system simulation, 
an interfacial tension of 58.95 mN/m was obtained at 
25 °C for the w/o liquid-liquid system. If the temperature 
was raised to 80 °C, the interfacial tension decreased to 
56.54 mN/m. This was caused by the interaction of w/o, 
which was becoming stronger with rising temperatures. 
The results of the MD indicate that as the SDS or DBSA 
surface density increased, both the interfacial tension and 
the interfacial entropy increased: 25 °C, 28.30 mN/m and 
353K, 18.86 mN/m for SDS.

The MD and ab-initio study reveal that in the 
GLY-αγ1 conformer the inter-molecular H-bonds led to the 
formation of bidentate ligands in the OH-groups of DO1 
(Figure 8C), and for the intra- and inter-molecular H-bonds, 
five-member atoms rings in the αα and αγ conformers 
were formed. A six-atom ring coordination appeared in 
the γγ conformer. Angular molecular geometries were 
observed in the DO1, in which there was an important 
angle variation in 109° for 105° in the OH-groups. In the 
water/DO1 system HO−C bonding angles of 112° were 
observed for the dimers of DO1−HO----HO−DO1 and 

Figure 8. MD simulation details (A) diagonal elements of the pressure tensor xxP , yyP  and  zzP  and the resulting interfacial tension, γ, 
evaluated over the volume simulation box for the case biphasic system DO1/Water; (B) simulation box; (C) Snapshots obtained at 50 ns 
of the MD simulation for coordination geometries assumed by glycerol molecules upon H-bonding of dimer (tt) DO1 (D) Snapshot of 
H-bonding water OH-DO1 dimer (tt).
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angles of 113° appeared for DO1/water. Moreover, the 
water dipole was oriented toward the water bulk phase. 
The strong water/DO1 interaction was supported by the 
arrangements of surfaces for layers that were on top of 
eachother and which had a minimal surface roughness; 
the OH-groups and H2O had overlapping densities in the 
z-direction. The most likely H-bonding configuration of 
DO1 derived from each molecule having one H-bond 
with water and two H-bonds with another molecule of 
DO1. Electronic properties play an important role in 
determining the efficacy of alcohol/GLY and surfactants 
as phase-forming components of biphasic systems. In the 
surfactants, the frontier molecular orbitals may predict 
how the charge transfers along the catalysis occur from 
liquid-liquid surface process or micelle. The reactivity 
parameters were based on the energies of the HOMO and 
those of the LUMO and Koopmans’ theorem[41]. Table 6 
shows the data collected for the quantum molecular 
descriptors quantum molecular descriptors: global hardness 
(η), electronegativity (χ ), electronic chemical potential 
(µ), electrophilicity (ω) and softness chemistry (σ ). The 
values of Eg imply a high or low stability or reactivity[42].

Therefore, both DBSA and SDS were considered stable 
compounds with values of 4.09 eV and 4.53 eV, respectively, 
but the alcohols were deemed stable with values ranging 
from 8.12−8.28 eV.

4. Conclusions

The polymerisation of PGs in an acidic medium 
was conducted successfully using an emulsion/micellar 
environment technique, and our theoretical studies (DFT and 
MD simulation) point to the influence of the conformation 
of alcohols and surfactants on the formation of micelles and 
their interface with influence on the catalytic process. We 
suggest that further studies are needed to better understand 
the effects of SDS and acid cocatalysts on the formation of 
hetero-ethers, alcohols, and homo-ethers.
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